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Small Technology Companies, Academic Enterprise and Latest Innovation
Where does Innovation really begin in the UK?
To top off a year of poor, useless research the Enterprise Research Centre (ERC), a curious £3m
Warwick-Aston University hybrid unit, stated that an ‘arc of innovation’ existed north of London, in its
attempt to locate exactly where fast-growing companies originate in the UK.
As not one member of staff picked up the phone to ask SMEs some real questions, the data – derived
from the LEPs, apparently – turned out to be laughably at odds with the truth. The study famously
omitted four out of the five most fertile innovation zones Gibson Index identified more than five years ago,
including vibrant hubs in low-cost, rural north Lancashire.
The answer is quite simple: find the site with the lowest property prices and watch the small
manufacturing firms emerge like sunflowers in a Birmingham wasteland.
On June 2nd, the maverick author and doctor Ben Goldacre told the Oxford Innovation Technology
Showcase that their home city could not sustain startups. He said: “Oxford has a lot of potential for
innovation but it’s completely hamstrung by its property crisis. If you look at start-ups and innovators in
some areas they go and sit in a cheap, shared home while they pull it all together but you can’t do that
in a town where property is 15 times the average wage. That’s why all the big start-ups are going to
Reading, instead.”
Much of the South East is now a manufacturing no-go zone due to prohibitive property prices, especially
for new-build ventures.
Back in the 1970s anyone seeking high potential startups in the East of England paid a visit to the then
unloved town of Royston. A decade later Royston was too expensive and hunters moved to Cambridge,
centre of a startup phenomenon of worldwide importance. Today some of the best startups are now
emerging in Royston. We’ve come full circle.
By the time of the next election there will almost be another two million more migrants living in the UK
if current rates are maintained, most of them squeezed into the South East. The first casualty of the
demand for housing will, of course, be industrial estates, all classed as ‘brownfield’ land, but also a last
refuge of manufacturing in much of the UK.
----------------------------------------------------------
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COMPANY OF THE MONTH
Kazam Online astonishes by producing its own series of smartphones

Co-founders Michael Coombes and James Atkins tell the world that their Kazam Tornado 348 is the
slimmest smartphone in the world, and a year ago it was listed as such in the Guinness Book of Records,
with its 5.15mm body. In an industry dominated by Asian and American giants – think Apple, Samsung,
HTC, LG, Motorola and Huawei – Kazam is an anomaly. Like any underdog, however, the company
– founded by two former HTC employees in 2013 – looked for a different approach.
Instead of chasing the next specs tick box or bargain-basement price tag, the firm has looked to add value
where it matters – features that consumers can relate to and get behind. Think free screen repair and
three-year warranties.
It offers, for example, a complimentary screen repair – you get one free display replacement per device,
as well as Kazam Rescue, a remote diagnostics service designed to fix issues with minimal fuss and
disruption.
However, the UK start-up has been fighting against big companies with unfeasibly large marketing
budgets, the company has struggled to force its way onto store shelves. Just Kazam signed its first
network contract its deal with Phones 4u, the high-street chain closed its doors for good.
Kazam devices can now be found in a number of online and high-street stores. Luckily, its British branding
is now one of the company’s key selling tools. Michael Coombes said “What we actually found out is that
there is quite an appetite abroad for this idea of a British brand. In Spain, our marketing director told me
that if we put a Spanish flag on the side of the product nobody would buy it; if we put a British flag on it,
everyone would want to buy it.” Now the firm has branded its smartphone lines – Tornado, Thunder and
Trooper – after Royal Navy artillery. In addition, the company will be launching a range of Windows 10
smartphones later in 2015, with wearables also ‘in the pipeline’.
Contact: www.kazam.mobi
SME NEWS – ENGINEERING, CONSTRUCTION & ENERGY
Sir Ben Ainslie faces his toughest challenge the 35th America’s Cup
In spite of winning a clutch of gold medals at the Olympic Games, many believe that Ben Ainslie is
confronting an enormous set of problems in becoming the British entry to the next America’s Cup – even
though his extraordinary skippering in San Francisco Bay snatched the trophy of the 34th event from the
Emirates Team New Zealand crew for the Oracle Team USA contender.
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Ben Ainslie Racing (BAR) is the British challenge for the 35th Cup, founded by four time Olympic gold
medallist and 34th America’s Cup winner, Sir Ben. Between them, the BAR team members have achieved
28 America’s Cup campaigns and 11 America’s Cup wins and includes the best of British and international
sailors, designers, builders and racing support.

The America’s Cup is ultimately a design race, with teams using cutting-edge materials, innovative
designs and world-class engineering to get an edge. MIA members are encouraged to join the event in
Portsmouth to showcase the latest innovative, engineering, design and technical capability, to the Ben
Ainslie Racing team, including team principal Sir Ben Ainslie and Andy Claughton, technical director.
The America’s Cup, the oldest trophy in international sport, was founded in Cowes during 1851, predating
the modern Olympics by 45 years. Although technological advances have been at the heart of the
competition since the first race, the modern America’s Cup campaigns demand high levels of innovation,
the most high-tech technology and the world’s best athletes.
Contact: http://benainslieracing.com
£1m grant from EU boosts Ultrahaptics Ltd so users can ‘feel objects in mid air’
The company, a leading developer of ultrasonic free-space haptics technology, received a grant of £1m
the latest round of Horizon 2020 SME Instrument Phase 2 from the European Commission.
The company applied for the grant under the commission’s Open Disruptive Innovation Scheme which
aims to foster the development of fast-growing, innovative SMEs with promising, close-to market ideas
bearing high disruptive potential in terms of products, services, models, and markets.
Ultrahaptics has developed a technology that uses ultrasound to create feeling in mid air. By holding their
hand over ultrasound speakers the user can feel virtual objects, control switches and buttons.
CEO Steve Cliffe said: “We are one of only four companies in the UK to receive this funding. Our
innovation will be truly disruptive in the way we interface with technology, and this funding will help us
develop the breadth of applications. We are already engaged with key partners in multiple markets but
the applications really are limitless. Everything you touch physically today, every light switch, dashboard
control, keyboard, you could feel yourself touching virtually, in mid-air, in the future.”
Contact: www.ultrahaptics.com
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Mini satellite maker SSTL is celebrating 30 years of operations
Surrey Satellite Technology Ltd arose from a tiny enthusiastic group at the University of Surrey in 1985,
to around 500 staff today with a satellite assembly line.
Founder Sir Martin Sweeting said “We have come a long way together since the early days of our first
microsatellites. Indeed, small satellites are now all the fashion and we can be proud to have stimulated a
global industry.”
In June 1985, a small team including PhD student Sweeting designed and made UoSAT-1 using
commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) components in the corner of a University lab.
Launched in 1981, UoSAT-1 weighing 72kg and, according to SSTL, claimed two firsts: the first
microsatellite with in-orbit re-programmable computer and the first to fly a CCD area array Earth imager.
Since then, the company has had more firsts including: first recorded and verified unintentional space
debris impact by two man-made objects in Earth orbit, first orbiting UK nanosatellite, first use of butane
as a space propellant, first orbiting satellite with a web address, and the first momentum wheel to guide a
landing craft to the surface of a comet.
Originally a spinout from Surrey University, SSTL moved to purpose-built premises on the Surrey
Research Park in 2006. 99% of it was bought by EADS Astrium in 2009, and since 2014 it has been an
independent company within the Airbus Defence and Space Group.
Its satellites have amassed over 520 orbit years, ~115 million Earth orbits and 5 trillion km of travel. 20
spacecraft are in manufacture or awaiting launch, as well as 22 payloads for Europe’s GPS-like Galileo
constellation.
Contact: www.sstl.co.uk
Malloy Aeronautics Ltd joins with US firm to build a hoverbike
The US Department of Defense, Maryland-based Survice Engineering and Malloy Aeronautics will
be working together to make a new hoverbike class of ‘class of Tactical Reconnaissance Vehicle’ (TRV),
according to Malloy.
Malloy has already developed a version of the hoverbikes, which he is selling through Kickstarter. The
company raised over £64,000 last summer from 451 backers.
Survice Inc is a US engineering firm that focuses on research and development for military technologies
and which will now work together with Malloy on the hoverbikes.
Malloy describes itself as ‘an entrepreneurial aerospace company that develops, markets, and sells
drones and Hoverbike technology to commercial and military markets’.
Their other product, Drone 3, is hand built in the UK. Drone 3 will take between 6-8 weeks to ship. The MA
Drone 3 is a multi-purpose UAV with large and easily configurable payload bay, which can be folded for
easy transportation – £1,050 ex VAT.
This drone is an almost identical 1/3rd scale model of the new quadcopter design for the full-sized
(manned) Hoverbike and was built and test-flown before we even began work on the full-sized Hoverbike.
It was originally created to test various elements of the new full scale prototype that we are now building.
Contact: www.hover-bike.com
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SME NEWS – ELECTRONICS & TELECOMS
Weightless Management Ltd unveils ground-breaking smart city network

In 2015 the rollout of the Cambridge-inspired Weightless-N technology to connect smart cities is
gathering fresh momentum as a network has gone live in London. It is one of many such networks that will
be unveiled over the coming months.
The complete Weightless-N specification is available to Weightless SIG members for immediate download
from the organisation’s website. Weightless-N networks have also been deployed in countries spanning
three continents – notably in the US.
The London deployment is a key milestone for the UK roll-out strategy but the Cambridge-based
Weightless SIG said it was one of many that would help catalyse IoT delivery within smart city blueprints.
The network, operating on Nwave technology, has been deployed in conjunction with the Digital Catapult
national centre to rapidly advance the UK’s best digital ideas, which is making available the infrastructure
on which Weightless base stations are deployed.
Operating in sub-1GHz, licence-exempt ISM spectrum using ultra narrow band (UNB) technology,
Weightless-N is said to offer best-in-class signal propagation characteristics, leading to excellent range of
several kilometres, even in challenging urban environments such as the city of London.
Weightless SIG CEO Professor William Webb said that very low power consumption provided end points
with exceptionally long battery life measured in years from small conventional cells – and that leadingedge innovation in design minimised both terminal hardware and network costs.
Peter Karney, head of engineering at Digital Catapult said: “We will be leading an open call in the near
future allowing these innovators to register their interest in the project.”
Network modelling predicts coverage encompassing well-known London landmarks including
Buckingham Palace, the Houses of Parliament and the Tower of London to the south and the
Emirates Stadium to the north. Independent real world signal verification will shortly be carried out to
provide an accurate coverage map and this will be published on the Weightless website when complete.
Contacts: www.weightless.org – Professor William Webb – CEO: info@weightless.org
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Peratech claims a solution to contactless card fraud, or ‘skimming’
Touch technology firm Peratech warned five years ago of the potential for fraud from the use of RFID for
Near Field Communications (NFC) in contactless access control, passports and credit cards, leading to
data, money and identity theft.
Known as ‘skimming’, thieves can use easily available electronics or a smartphone to read the data on
such devices without the owner even knowing that it is happening as it can be done from a distance
of several feet. The problem has recently been highlighted in a report on contactless card flaws by the
Newcastle University’s Centre for Cybercrime.
These contactless devices work by being waved over a reader and data is exchanged between the reader
and the device. The problem comes from the fact that the devices are always on and ready to interact
even when in a wallet or deep in a bag.
Peratech has developed a simple, inexpensive solution that overcomes this by incorporating an ultrathin
switch into the credit card or passport so that it is always off unless the owner is actually pressing the
switch to activate the device for the fraction of a second needed. Its thin, pressure-sensitive switch uses
its unique, multi-award winning Quantum Tunnelling Composites (QTCs) technology. This acts as an on/off
switch in the circuitry of the device and is robust enough to be laminated into the credit cards as they are
made.
This ensures that the owner has full control of when the data is accessed and by whom.
David Lussey, Peratech’s CTO, said “We could see that NFC had this fundamental flaw. Unfortunately
our timing was too early as most people had never heard of it but we felt it was appropriate to warn early
so that the solution could be built in before such contactless devices became widespread. Unfortunately,
a number of card companies are now deploying contactless credit cards without protection that can have
their details skimmed and used fraudulently so we expect problems to start becoming widespread.”
Contact: www.peratech.com
Cambridge Medical Robotics aims to transform market for surgical robotics
The company moved to Crome Lea Business Park, Cambridge, in July 2014 and has now taken an
additional 2,500 sq ft there to occupy 7,200 sq ft. Headed up by former Sagentia CEO, Martin Frost,
Cambridge Medical Robotics is tilting at a market that ‘could mushroom from $3.2 billion to $20bn within
six years’.
In July 2015 the company now has 25 staff and has more than 30 patent applications in the pipeline; it
expects the first of these to be granted later in 2015. The business is funded through a Norwegian private
foundation.
The company has expanded at its Cambridge headquarters and headcount and space have grown rapidly
since it was founded in January 2014. The private company is developing the next-generation universal
robotic system for minimal access – or keyhole – surgery. Its vision is to make minimal access surgery
universally accessible and affordable by significantly expanding the range of procedures that can be
performed robotically.
Frost said that the company had chosen to stay in stealth since formation. The prime target was to get the
technology proposition right ahead of commercial roll-out.
He added “We are addressing a surgical robotics market dominated by Intuitive Surgical – the major US
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medical devices company – and one that has now been validated by Google and Johnson & Johnson
who announced a couple of months ago that they were collaborating to enter this market to an unspecified
timescale.”
This month the company had some good news. Frost said: “Our [new] investors Escala Capital can
continue to fund the company but we will be looking to add strategic investors over the next 12 months.”
Details of the investment into CMR to date ‘runs into several millions’. Frost says the company is confident
of revealing a complete prototype system in 2015.
Contact: www.cmedrobotics.com
Metrarc wins funding from Innovate UK for wearable technology project
The £164,000 project by the company, which is based at ideaSpace City in Cambridge, secured cofunding under Innovate UK’s Smart Proof-of-Concept Fund to support SecureIoT – Novel ICMetric
Security for the Internet of Things.
Metrarc will investigate the proof-of-concept of employing novel secure system techniques for deriving
encryption keys from the operating characteristics of devices used in IoT applications and will focus on
dedicated sensor systems for sport and healthcare.
Metrarc’s founding CEO, Professor Klaus McDonald-Maier, said: “Metrarc’s ICMetric technology does
not store encryption keys or any other data and is therefore of great potential interest to IoT applications,
particularly where data security is paramount such as in healthcare applications.”
Dr Karl Heeks, Metrarc’s co-founder, said: “The market for security-based encryption for applications is
growing rapidly and predicted to be enormous by 2020. We feel that there is a fantastic opportunity for key
enabling technology from innovative companies such as Metrarc to help grow the IoT.”
The work will build on highly significant research results, underpinned by £2m of funding from EPSRC and
the European Union. Metrarc’s technology is protected by a raft of international property rights, including
two granted US patents.
As the IoT grows, the ability to establish trust in the identity and integrity of devices and infrastructure
becomes a paramount concern in preventing cyber-crime in areas where user privacy and personal data
need to be respected. Current encryption technologies store the encryption keys and this represents a
vulnerability.
Contact: www.metrarc.com
Cambridge Industrial Design creates tracking collar for monitoring dairy cattle
Commissioned by Irish company True North Technologies, the collar is part of a pan-European project
that also involves Irish government agricultural research agency Teagasc, Institute d’Laval in France
and Agroscope, Switzerland. The cow bell is one example of CID’s growing portfolio of wearable/location
based designs, which also include the SureFlap pet door and the compact xNAV navigation module for
drones. The bell-shaped GPS collar brings wearable technology and the Internet of Things to livestock.
Containing an array of sensors, the collar tracks the cow’s every movement, and is able to match this
to particular behaviour, such as grazing or simply lying down. This information is then sent in real-time
through mobile GSM networks to a central hub where it is analysed in conjunction with other data such as
milk yields and grass length.
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Tim Evans, design director, CID, said “Farmers can instantly see where the longest, lushest grass is,
and then ensure that cows are grazing in the best area by creating location-based virtual electric fences
using the cow bell collars, which confine them to specific pastures. CID was also responsible for the
manufacture of the cow bells.”
The project is now in the trial phase in Ireland and results will be published when the project concludes,
which is expected to be in June 2016.
MD Alex Jones is an industrial designer with over 15 years experience in both an industrial and
consultancy environment. He has contributed to the success of a wide range of award winning products
including mass transit ticketing systems, test equipment for Fluke and camera equipment for Vinten
Broadcast.
Contact: www.cambridge-industrialdesign.com
SME NEWS – CHEMICAL, MATERIALS & ENVIRONMENT
Fears over chemical weapons boost Tetronics’ recycling expertise

Swindon-based Tetronics International has been commissioned by the UK Government to develop a
new system for destroying chemical weapons that can be carried to the heart of conflict zones for quicker
disposal.
The award of a £500,000 contract to Tetronics, a well-regarded hazardous waste company, comes as the
regime of Bashar al-Assad is accused of new chemical attacks on Syrian civilians using barrel bombs
filled with chlorine gas.
Although the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons said in February that 98 per cent
of Syria’s declared chemical weapons had been destroyed, including all of its mustard gas and the nerve
agent sarin, it later noted that it was taking reports of new attacks seriously.
Owned by private investors including former Jarvis chief Paris Moayedi, Tetronics has been
commissioned by the UK’s Defence Science and Technology Laboratory to develop its plasma arc
technology after a year-long DSTL-funded study into its potential for destroying deadly chemical weapons
such as mustard gas and the nerve agent VX.
In June 2015 Syrian doctors testified before the US Congress that they had documented more than 30
attacks using chlorine gas since March.
Secretary of state John Kerry has been reported as saying he is “absolutely certain” that chlorine gas
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attacks are being carried out by the Assad regime in the latest development of the bloody four-year civil
war that has left more than 200,000 people dead. Tetronics, which last year returned sales of £8m and
operating profits of £1m, was founded in 1964 to develop and exploit plasma technology.
Contact: www.tetronics.com
Former scientist at Nanoco launches new nano business
The startup, Chromition Ltd, will supply proprietary nanoparticle solutions and collaborate with application
developers to enable the realisation of next-generation technologies.
Chromition evolved from Mark McCairn, former scientist at Nanoco Technologies plc, and Mike Turner’s
long-standing working relationship at the University of Manchester. Initial proof-of-principle investment was
secured to establish Chromition, develop the product portfolio and protect the IP.
Chromition brings together Mark’s previous experience in a high-growth early stage spinout from the
University of Manchester that now trades on AIM and Mike’s experience with advanced materials as the
director of the Organic Materials Innovation Centre (OMIC). OMIC is recognised as one of five UK centres
of excellence in printed electronics and forms part of the Knowledge Centre for Materials Chemistry, a
UK national facility for research into materials chemistry. They focus on three products: luminspheres
(photoluminescent), elecspheres (semiconductor) and dielecspheres (dielectric).
Contact: http://chromition.com
University spinout Oxford Flow develops innovative flow control device
The company has developed an innovative flow control device. The novel design was developed at the
Osney Thermo-Fluids Lab by Professor Tom Povey to meet a specific requirement in his research work
for Rolls-Royce.
Many industrial and manufacturing processes require the control of the flow of gases and fluids. From
water and compressed air through to rare gases, steam, and chemicals, accurate flow control is key to
process efficiency and safety.
The Oxford University spinout firm state ‘this is a displacement technology in the $3.1bn pressure
regulator market, and has potential as a platform technology for wider applications in the $65bn valve and
actuator global market’.
The patented design has strong competitive advantages. It has a very precise flow control. It is also
smaller and more compact than other pressure regulators, leading to cost effect installation and
maintenance. And it can be manufactured at a very competitive price point. All these attributes meet the
needs of industry, and give the device significant commercial potential.
Oxford Flow is led by industrial entrepreneur Simon Hombersley, who founded and successfully
developed a similar business in the same field – the novel compressor company Lontra Ltd.
The first product is in field trials, and is close to market, with no significant further development required
for initial products. The aim is to create in Oxford Flow a high value industrial product developer, and the
company is seeking £500,000 seed investment.
Contact: www.puntios.com/oxford-flow
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Recycling waste coffee grids into advanced biofuels achieved by Bio-Bean Ltd
The company has ‘industrialised’ the process of recycling waste coffee grounds into advanced biofuels,
says founder Arthur Gray, a graduate of the UCL design hub, Bartlett School. Bio-Bean hopes to work
within the existing supply chain to collect and aggregate thousands of tonnes of waste coffee grounds
produced by coffee factories, coffee shops, transport hubs and offices.
At Bio-Bean’s innovative factory, waste coffee grounds are recycled into biomass pellets, which are used
to heat buildings. In the near future, bio-bean will also produce biodiesel at an industrial scale, which can
be used to power transport systems.
Bio-Bean’s offering is commercial – reducing waste collection cost and eliminating waste disposal gate
fees. The bio-bean process diverts waste from landfill, incineration or anaerobic digestion to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions and create carbon-neutral biofuels.
In 2013, Arthur Gray was named by Shell as ‘the UK’s most Innovative Entrepreneur’, appointed as a
‘London Leader’ by Mayor Boris Johnson, and was listed as one of the ‘25 under 25 most influential
Londoners’ by the Evening Standard. In 2015 I was named ‘Sustainable Business Leader of the Year’ by
The Guardian.
Contact: www.bio-bean.com
Fluidic Analytics wins second Smart award from Innovate UK
This Development of Prototype Award follows on from the £100k Smart Proof of Concept Award which
the company received one year ago. Dr Andrew Lynn, CEO of Fluidic Analytics, said “This second award
from Innovate UK will enable us to further accelerate development of the Flow Mk-1 and bring us closer
to launching the first of our cutting-edge products for the research market. We are extremely grateful to
Innovate UK for its support.”
Fluidic Analytics, a spinout from the University of Cambridge, is developing products based on a
disruptive technology for protein characterisation. Proteins are the direct, real-time indicators of the state
of a biological system. While DNA gives information about how people and organisms will develop over
their entire lifetimes, proteins give information about how they are actually developing at a specific point
in time. Real-time information is crucial in helping scientists and healthcare providers diagnose diseases,
develop treatments and identify the right time to apply treatments.
This award will support development of a working pre-production prototype of Fluidic Analytics’ flagship
product for laboratory applications, the Flow Mk-1. The Flow Mk-1 is a research tool that will enable highsensitivity measurement – in seconds – of the size and concentration of proteins in their natural state
using samples as small as one microlitre (roughly 1/50 the volume of a grain of rice).
Contact: www.fluidicanalytics.com
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SME NEWS – BIOTECH, PHARMA & MEDICAL SCIENCES
MediSieve gains support from the Royal Academy of Engineering’s Enterprise Hub

In April 2015 it was one of four businesses spun out of UK universities receiving funding and support from
The Royal Academy of Engineering’s Enterprise Hub in London.
Dr George Frodsham, based at the UCL Healthcare Biomagnetics Labs, founded MediSieve Ltd, to
pioneer the magnetic maemofiltration to treat malaria.
MediSieve uses ‘haemofilter’ technology, which ‘sieves’ the blood. It offers the chance to turn back the
clock by rapidly and safely reducing a patient’s parasite burden. MediSieve’s novel technology requires
no drugs or chemicals, and can be used to treat any malaria patient, including drug-resistant and other
‘untreatable’ cases, keeping patients alive and symptom-free indefinitely. Used either in isolation or as a
stand-alone treatment, the haemofilter removes malaria infected cells directly from the bloodstream in a
dialysis-like process.
In severe cases, it could reduce mortality and recovery times; in non-severe cases, patients could recover
in hours rather than days as the efficacy of drugs is increased and their side-effects eliminated. Following
extensive trials, MediSieve products will be commercially available in the next couple of years. One child
dies of malaria every minute. Often, they arrive at hospital too late to be saved. Company address is 6
Churchyard, Ashford, Kent TN23 1QG.
Contact: www.ibme.ucl.ac.uk
Neem Biotech opens a new facility in Wales for new cystic fibrosis drug
The company has invested £2m on new premises on the Roseheyworth Business Park which it opened in
mid-June. The move was supported by £225,000 business finance from the Welsh Government. Nine new
jobs have been created with a further 17 planned.
The Singaporean-owned business developed a drug based on compounds extracted from garlic at its
previous base in Cardiff to treat lung infections in cystic fibrosis patients.
The drug is going through toxicological tests to support the clinical trial in Germany.
MD Michael Graz said the trial would mark the transition of the company from a small contract research
organisation to a pre-clinical research biotech company.
On the relocation, he said: “We have very ambitious plans for the future which could not have been
undertaken in our former premises. Support and investment from our parent company and the Welsh
Government has made this possible.”
Contact: www.neembiotech.com
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Indivior plc manufactures Suboxone – designed to wean addicts from heroin
The UK-based company, a spin-off of the pharmaceutical company Reckitt Benckiser, is to manufacture
an anti-overdose nasal spray originally developed in Lexington, Kentucky. It is aimed to be ‘a frontline
weapon to combat heroin overdoses’ and it ‘could be on the market within six months’.
The timing depends on approval by the US Food and Drug Administration which has put it on a
fast track, said inventor Daniel Wermeling, a pharmacy professor at the University of Kentucky.
Wermeling’s product intranasal naloxone hydrochloride nasal spray was sold to Indivior plc.
The device contains a single dose of a mist form of naloxone and delivers the drug in a way similar to
how Flonase is used to treat allergies. Indivior manufactures Suboxone, which is designed to wean
addicts from heroin and other opiates. Wermeling has worked on the project since 2009. His efforts were
supported by more than $5 million in federal and state tax dollars.
Because of its national and international profile, Indivior has the ability to manufacture, market and
distribute the product, said UK Provost Tim Tracy. Currently, emergency responders and hospitals are
using syringes to administer the right dose of naloxone, also called Narcan, Tracy said. The investment
of tax money into the research for Wermeling’s nasal spray by the National Institute of Drug Abuse and
the support by the university helped make the broad use of the therapy available for public use, Tracy
explained.
Contact: www.indivior.com
Tissue Regenix continues R&D work with high profile partners
Based at York Science Park the company has secured approval from Noridian Healthcare Solutions
and Palmetto GBA Medicare administrators as it continues work to commercialise its DermaPure
product, which works by taking human donor skin and removing the DNA and cells, to leave a natural
scaffold to treat wounds.
The approval means that DermaPure is now available to 20.7 million Medicare beneficiaries across 30
states and follows two previously announced approvals.
Tissue Regenix said gaining Medicare approval for DermaPure across the US is a key element of its
strategy for full commercialisation of the product and allows the company to access the largest potential
group of US patients who would be unable to benefit from Tissue Regenix products without it.
The Medicare programme in the US is a national social insurance programme which provides health
insurance for citizens aged 65 and over. It is administered by bodies such as Noridian Healthcare
Solutions and Palmetto GBA, each one with their own jurisdiction of states.
Antony Odell, chief executive of Tissue Regenix said: “We are thrilled with DermaPure’s performance
in 2015. In the space of just four months the product has gained approval for coverage in over half of the
American states via what is a highly rigorous and intensive selection process.
“This is further evidence of both the continued strong clinical performance of DermaPure and Tissue
Regenix delivering on its clearly defined strategy for full commercialisation of the product in the US.
While it is hard to predict the time frame for further approvals, we are confident that the successful clinical
outcomes of DermaPure across an ever widening pool of patients stands us in good stead for gaining
additional coverage.”
Contact: www.tissueregenix.com
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Oxitec flies the flag for GB at the European Inventor Awards
Luke Alphey, director of Milton Park-based Oxitec, was the only UK finalist in this year’s European
Inventor Awards in mid-June. The scientist who found a way to wipe out dengue fever by manufacturing
malfunctioning mosquitoes was shortlisted for an international award. His company earned international
acclaim for its technology, which almost wiped out dengue fever in one Central American suburb in a trial
last year.
Each year there are an estimated 400 million dengue infections, with 500,000 cases so severe they
require hospitalisation and 22,000 deaths, many of them children.
The firm genetically engineered male mosquitoes which produce dud offspring that die before adulthood.
They sent 4.3 million specially-engineered eggs to be released in the neighbourhood of Nuevo Chorrillo,
west of Panama City, which hatched out.
Its outcome was a 90 per cent reduction in the local population of the Aedes aegypti mosquito, which
transmits dengue and chikungunya viruses.
The Brazilian Ministry of Health is now hoping to give the method official approval in the next 12 months
so Oxitec can begin commercially releasing the technology there.
The firm hopes this could produce a significant decrease in dengue in Brazil from 2016.
The European Patent Office (EPO), which nominated Mr Alphey for the European Inventor Awards,
said it was potentially a ‘miracle’ weapon against the disease. President Benoît Battistelli said: “Luke
Alphey’s research has resulted in a targeted and environmentally-friendly method to combat dengue fever.
His revolutionary way of controlling the spread of the disease could be the miracle weapon needed to
contain dengue fever in a targeted way.”
Mr Alphey, 51, founded Oxitec, short for Oxford Insect Technologies in 2002, after studying genetics at
Oxford University. By coincidence he grew up in Grove – just 10km from Oxitec’s current base – before his
family moved to St Albans when he was three years old and where he grew up.
Oxitec now employs 50 people and Mr Alphey is also head of the arthropod genetics group in the vectorborne viral diseases programme at the Pirbright Institute.
Contacts: www.epo.org – www.oxitec.com
Developing treatments to tackle blindness and eye injuries a priority for NuVision
Started in July 2014 as a spinout company from the University of Nottingham, Nu Vision Biotherapies is
preparing to launch Omnigen, a biological wound dressing which aids the regeneration and healing of the
surface of the eye. Its work was recognised at the Medilink East Midlands Innovation Day Awards.
CEO Dr Andy Hopkinson said: “Only a year ago, I was still a scientist knowing I had a great concept. But
today I am involved in an exciting new company that can make a concept real.”
The company was established to commercialise high quality and affordable biotherapies for treating ‘front
of the eye’ disease and trauma. Dr Hopkinson, the Principal Research Fellow in Academic Ophthalmology,
Division of Clinical Neuroscience at the University of Nottingham, founded the company.
The business is co-owned by the founders, Dr Andrew Hopkinson (Chief Scientific Officer), Professor
Harminder Dua (co-founder), the directors Byran Lister (CEO) and Dr Helen Shaw (chairman), and the
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University of Nottingham.
NuVision is based at MediCity, Nottingham and GMP manufacturing laboratories, licenced by the Human
Tissue Authority (HTA), will come online in summer 2015.
NuVision evolved from an academic translational research group whose success is emphasised and
underpinned by a significant track record in scientific publications and presentations, sustained charity
grant support and collaborative contracts with Government organisations of up to £2 million.
Dr Hopkinson secured University of Nottingham Innovation Board Funding of £70,000 to establish
Omnigen manufacturing. This has been supported by £75k of Nottingham Council Technology Fund
(N’Tech) and most recently dual Innovate UK funding in the form of a £25k Smart Proof of Market award
and £150k Biomedical Catalyst feasibility study funding.
They are a world-leading corneal research group whose aim is to address key clinical challenges to
provide solutions to sight saving problems. This is the UK’s first ophthalmic biotech, backed by an
academic research groups.
The company’s launch product is Omnigen, a biological wound dressing which aids the regeneration and
healing of the surface of the eye. Omnigen is a first of its kind human amniotic membrane-derived dry
preserved biological matrix intended for ocular surface surgical and trauma therapy.
Contact: www.nu-vision.co.uk
SME NEWS – IT, SOFTWARE, SERVICES & INTERNET
British visual-effects software developer The Foundry a target for Adobe Inc?

The American software giant is said to be ‘readying a bid’ after private equity owners Carlyle put the firm
up for sale last year. Adobe is understood to be preparing a bid for The UK technology company, whose
20,000 clients include Warner Bros, Sony Pictures and Pixar, was put up for sale late last year by
private-equity owners Carlyle, who have hired advisers at Arma Partners to drum up interest. Carlyle is
said to be looking for offers of between £150m and £200m, which reported £10m of earnings last year.
The Foundry’s visual-effects tool, Nuke, has been used in most modern major blockbusters, from period
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dramas to big-ticket sci-fi action adventures, such as Tom Cruise’s Edge of Tomorrow, Guardians of the
Galaxy, Avatar and The Twilight Saga.
The software works by stitching together different layers of filming with green screen animation and CGI to
create the shot.
However, the British technology firm is understood to have attracted interest from Adobe and because
of the opportunity to apply The Foundry’s visual effects and 3D tools to the wider business community.
The Foundry’s visual effects software Nuke was used to make the computer-generated characters in
Guardians of the Galaxy look completely real.
The company has recently launched a concept design software product called Modo, which means that
prototype cars, phones and trainers can be drawn immediately into 3D rather than drawn first by hand in
2D and then physically built.
The company has also partnered with Weta Digital, the post-film-production house owned by Lord of
the Rings director Peter Jackson, to create a 3D painting tool. The Foundry, which was started in 1996,
employs around 370 people across its London, Manchester, Los Angeles, Silicon Valley and Shanghai
offices.
Contact: www.thefoundry.co.uk
UK start-up Storm is looking to take on search giants Google, Bing and Yahoo
Its ‘ethical’ search engine does not collect user data and plans to turn ‘over half of its revenue to charities’.
To make money, the company will take a small portion of any sales made on retailer websites which are
reached via its search engine.
The company is responding to a growing concern from people about the amount of data which is collected
on people. Kevin Taylor, chief executive, Storm, said: “I think there are large numbers of people who are
a little bit tired of being dictated to, and that dictation is coming from Silicon Valley. People are fearful of
how invasive these companies have become. There’s an awful lot of very clever manipulation of people’s
personal and private information.”
The search engine claims to have a holistic algorithm which is self-learning, which means that over time
the usefulness and accuracy of search results will improve. The company’s charity focus is starting with
WellChild, with Taylor saying that it’s time for tech companies to do more good. “Is it right and proper that
a very small number of very large companies make so much money out of these technologies? We don’t
feel it is.”
A quarter of UK spending is done online, but only 15% of charitable donations are done this way. The
company aims to generate £25 annually per user in order to reach its £200 million donation target by
2017.
Storm Technologies now employee over 150 people all focused on delivering the best customer solutions
and services, said sales director Trevor Nickolls. The firm is one of the fastest growing independent IT
value-added reseller’s in the UK.
Contact: www.storm-technologies.com
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Soccer Manager’s online games notches up 10 million registered users
Translated into 39 languages the Preston-based firm is now aiming even higher – with a £1m investment
helping them to reach new markets including the Far East. The company earns money from associated
advertising and a range of add-ons which players can purchase.
From employing a handful of people in its offices at Preston docks, Soccer Manager now has 21
employees – soon to rise to around 28. It has now been given the backing of Mercia Technologies, which
specialises in the funding and commercialisation of technology businesses.
Soccer Manager was founded in 2004 by Andrew Gore, his brothers Steven and Chris, and website
developer Peter Adams. They launched the multi-player Soccer Manager Worlds a year later. MD Andrew
Gore said: “It’s incredible. It is now played in just about every country around the world. It’s played on
islands that we have never even heard of.”
With the arrival of smart phones, Soccer Manager went to another level. Its games can now be picked up
across a range of devices, allowing players complete portability and access.
Operations director Steve said: “There are people still playing that have been with us for 10 years. We
don’t use sneaky tricks to get people to spend money – it’s free but you can buy extra features it you want.
We make our money from non-intrusive advertising. We spend a lot of time talking to Google – when you
have massive pop-up adds it works against you. They won’t come back to the site if the advertising is too
annoying.”
After the success of Soccer Manager Worlds, the team spent three years developing the singleplayer Soccer Manager 2015. It has also been a great success, and the £1m investment from Mercia
Technologies means they can roll it out in more countries around the world.
The Mercia funds will be utilised for marketing, further game development and translation of Soccer
Manager 2015 into Chinese, Japanese and Korean. Mercia had already pumped £300,000 into the
business last year and Lancashire’s Rosebud Fund has also backed the business.
Contact: www.soccermanager.com
British music analytics startup Semetric Ltd snapped up by Apple
The company is the one behind music analytics service Musicmetric. The company helps record labels
track digital sales, streams and social stats. Musicmetric tracks stats for musicians. Apple acquired British
startup Semetric, which runs the Musicmetric analytics tool, as part of its plans to relaunch its Beats
Music streaming music service later in the year.
Back in January 2015 Semetric’s registered address was changed to 100 New Bridge Street in London
– the office of law firm Baker & McKenzie, which is also the registered address of Apple Europe Limited.
Musicmetric launched in 2008 as a way for music labels and other industry clients to track data on sales,
BitTorrent downloads and social networking statistics for their artists, with its platform expanding to
YouTube videos and audio streams over the next few years.
Semetric raised £3m of funding in January 2013 to expand its business into other areas, including ebooks, television shows, films and games. That month, it also struck a deal with streaming service Spotify
to integrate its data into Musicmetric’s dashboard. It remains one of the main ways labels track their
Spotify streams, although rival Next Big Sound has a separate deal with the company to provide analytics
for musicians.
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Musicmetric has also regularly released research into online piracy, such as a report in 2012 claiming
that more than 3bn songs had been torrented in the first six months of that year, which was discussed
widely within the music industry. The price paid for Musicmetric is unknown, although The Financial Times
suggests that Apple may have paid as much as $50m for the company.
Contact: www.semetric.com
Meniscus secured funding from Innovate UK to develop cloud based platform
Meniscus delivers a range of real time and historic data analytical services using its existing Meniscus
Calculation Engine (MCE) and our new Meniscus Analytics Platform (MAP).
Both platforms allow users to upload raw data and then create any sort of calculation they need to turn
that raw data into calculated metrics. Both MCE and MAP have comprehensive web services allowing
you to integrate these calculated metrics into your own applications or Meniscus has dashboard solutions
available for specific applications.
Meniscus was set up in 1997 with the objective of helping companies maximise the value from their
data that they already collect. The first Calculation Engine was developed in 2000 and focused mainly
on the processing of daily information with user uploading data to the website through hand help Psion
Workabout units. Even in 2000, all aspects of the Calculation Engine were web based and hosted on their
in-house servers.
In 2007 after winning an ANUBIS competition, the Calculation Engine was upgraded with a real time
calculation ability. In 2010 it was completely rebuilt using C# and delivering a much more powerful,
more flexible and more robust solution. It is still totally web bases and even easier to use following the
development of the RESTful API.
Price Bailey Strategic Corporate Finance has succeeded in raising more than £750,000 in investment
funding for three separate clients during the first quarter of 2015.
The funding for the three companies; data management analytics software company Meniscus Ltd, video
analysis company SeeQuestor Ltd and intelligent pipeline monitoring specialist Syrinix Ltd, was secured
from members of the Price Bailey investor community and ranged from £10,000 up to £200,000.
Contact: www.meniscus.co.uk
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FUNDING & INVESTMENTS
Advisory group EY launches the Startup Challenge

The challenge is an intensive eight-week accelerator programme, beginning in June 2015, offering
mentoring from industry-leaders, training workshops and investor networking opportunities. It is focused
on technologies developed to help businesses improve their interactions with their customers and to
heighten visibility along their supply chain to avoid shocks and minimise risk.
The 10 successful tech startups are:
•
Historic Futures – Improves the visibility of global supply chains by automating the process of
requesting product information directly from suppliers. (Based in Luton)
Contact: www.historicfutures.com
•
Elements Software – Tracks assets throughout their journey across the supply chain using a
“Digital Passport” to help importers and exporters comply with regulations and meet the sustainability
demands of their customers. (Based in Oxford)
Contact: www.elementssoftware.co.uk
•
Cytora – Transforms unstructured data from the web into usable intelligence and analyses risk
across multiple sectors. (Based in Cambridge and London)
Contact: www.cytora.com
•
ScanTrust – Protects brands from counterfeiting using a secure and unique identifier, which is
tracked on a cloud-enabled platform. (Based in Switzerland)
Contact: www.scantrust.com
•
StreetSpotr – Uses mobile crowdsourcing to help brands and suppliers understand their customers
by collecting information, photos and insights from Europe’s largest mobile workforce, in-store, at home
and on the street. (Based in London)
Contact: www.streetspotr.com
•
Wittos – Provides real-time customer experience using analytics and behavioural intelligence via
WiFi data on customers’ mobile devices. (Based in London)
Contact: www.wittos.com
•
Retechnica – Intelligently tags content using machine learning to help companies to extract real
business value from textual content. (Based in London)
Contact: www.retechnica.com
•

Real Life Analytics – Uses advanced computer vision software to show targeted adverts on digital
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displays, based on the demographic details of the viewer. (Based in London)
Contact: www.reallifeanalytics.com
•
Interpretive – Automates complex tasks like gap analysis or churn prediction using machine
learning at a fraction of the cost of an in-house data scientist. (Based in London)
Contact: www.interpretive.io
•
Rulex – Simplifies the challenge of feeding new data into enterprise systems, and automatically
extracts key trends using machine learning to get data-driven answers to business questions. (Based in
Italy)
Contacts: www.rule.com – www.ey.com/startupchallenge
Enterprise M3 Funding Escalator gains new leadership
The Enterprise M3 Funding Escalator is a £5.5m initiative funded by Enterprise M3 LEP. The escalator,
which also includes a growth equity fund, provides eligible companies with loans and equity funding
between £50,000 and £200,000 for activities that will deliver high-growth and employment opportunities.
Derek Ellis, fund manager for The FSE Group, which is managing the Enterprise M3 Funding Escalator
on behalf of Enterprise M3 Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP), said “one investee firm, Conversor, is a
great example of a company looking to maximise its potential in the markets available. They have strong
sales to date with this set to increase significantly.”
Contacts: www.thefsegroup.com/enterprise-m3-funding-escalator – Derek Ellis at derek.ellis@thefs
egroup.com – 01276 607 302.
Queen’s University spinout company EventMAP to create 10 highly skilled jobs
The company has gained support from Invest Northern Ireland to the tune of £85,000. EventMAP has
developed a range of software products and services that optimise timetabling and resource management
within universities, and has already enabled many large institutions to realise significant annual financial
savings. The business has been developed by Dr Barry McCollum and Dr Paul McMullan from QUB’s
Department of Computer Science, in association with a specialist mathematical research group from
the University of Nottingham. It has recently secured a six figure contract in Oman, supplying its
timetabling software to Sultan Qaboos University. EventMAP expects sales to grow to around £1 million
by 2017.
EventMAP’s CEO, Dr Barry McCollum said: “This is an exciting time for the company. Opportunities are
opening up for us not only in the education sector but also within many areas of the public sector and in
large-scale manufacturing – in fact, we see possibilities for our technology anywhere where very complex
organisations can be made more efficient. Our recent success in Oman reflects this potential and is an
important stepping stone for us in leveraging additional business in the Middle East.
“Over the next three years we will be implementing a marketing strategy to target sales within a number of
national and international markets including UK, France, Portugal, Finland, Switzerland, Australia and
the United Arab Emirates.
“We’ll also be continuing to develop new technology, including advanced cloud-based solutions. Our
mission is to further advance our position at the cutting edge of the resource management and software
optimisation field.”
George McKinney, Invest NI’s Director of Technology & Services, said: “The company’s software and
services have been adopted by four of the UK’s Russell Group universities and a further five of the top
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100 universities in the world. We are supporting EventMAP in a significant expansion that will create 10
quality jobs and help it to substantially grow sales, primarily in export markets.”
Contact: www.eventmap-uk.com
UNIVERSITY NEWS
The Queen opens the £89m centre at the University of Strathclyde in Glasgow

In early July the Queen travelled to Scotland and officially opened a university building and new hospitals
as part of her week of engagements there. She and the Duke of Edinburgh will visit the £89 million
Technology and Innovation Centre at the University of Strathclyde in Glasgow.
The centre is a hub for world-leading research which aims to transform the way academics, business,
industry and the public sector work in partnership. It is said to be attracting millions of pounds of inward
investment to Glasgow, driving global business growth and creating jobs – while helping to develop
graduates and postgraduates equipped with knowledge and skills sought after by industry.
The Queen will visit the Weir Advance Research Centre, where senior Weir engineers work side-byside with leading engineering academics to develop product solutions and core technologies, followed by
the Centre for Continuous Manufacturing and Crystallisation, a leading UK national facility delivering
international impact in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals.
The Duke of Edinburgh will visit the Department of Physics’ laboratories for research into plasma
physics, as well as quantum technologies – a field in which Strathclyde is playing a central role, with
potential for establishing the UK’s international leadership.
Next, he will visit the Dept of Electronic and Electrical Engineering laboratories, including the
internationally-renowned Centre for Intelligent Dynamic Communications, followed by the Centre
for Molecular Nanometrology – the first centre of excellence in this area within the Scottish research
community – which is creating new methods of diagnosing disease using a combination of nanoscience
and optical measurements.
Contacts: www.strath.ac.uk/research/technologyandinnovationcentre – 0141 444 7000 – ticreception@strath.ac.uk
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Professor John Love at Exeter divines a way of making bacteria produce diesel
In June 2015 a team from the University of Exeter, with support from Shell, has developed a method
to make bacteria produce diesel on demand. While the technology still faces many significant
commercialisation challenges, the diesel, produced by special strains of E. coli bacteria, is almost
identical to conventional diesel fuel and so does not need to be blended with petroleum products as is
often required by biodiesels derived from plant oils. This also means that the diesel can be used with
current supplies in existing infrastructure because engines, pipelines and tankers do not need to be
modified. Biofuels with these characteristics are being termed ‘drop-ins’.
Professor John Love from the School of Biosciences at the University of Exeter said: “Producing a
commercial biofuel that can be used without needing to modify vehicles has been the goal of this project
from the outset. Replacing conventional diesel with a carbon neutral biofuel in commercial volumes would
be a tremendous step towards meeting our target of an 80% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by
2050. Demand for energy is rising and a fuel that is independent of both global oil price fluctuations and
political instability is an increasingly attractive prospect.”
E. coli bacteria naturally turn sugars into fat to build their cell membranes. Synthetic fuel oil molecules
can be created by harnessing this natural oil production process. Large scale manufacturing using E.
coli as the catalyst is already commonplace in the pharmaceutical industry and, although the biodiesel
is currently produced in tiny quantities in the laboratory, work will continue to see if this may be a viable
commercial pathway to ‘drop in’ fuels.
Contact: www.biosciences.exeter.ac.uk
University of York spinout SimOmics plots course to US market
The software firm is applying for funding to develop its core product ahead of plans to expand into
the biotech market in San Diego. SimOmics was formed to reduce clinical trials for therapeutics and
healthcare products through software which simulates preclinical and clinical trail conditions.
Professor Jon Timmis, from York University’s department of electronics, has worked with co-founders,
Dr Mark Coles from York’s Centre for Immunology and Infection and Professor Vipin Kumar from Torrey
Pines Institute for Molecular Studies, in San Diego, for more than seven years developing models and
simulations of the immune system.
Their software informs decisions on trial design and predicts long-term effects for drugs and healthcare
products in a bid to eliminate the need for animal and patient trials, enabling manufacturers to focus on
products most likely to succeed.
After receiving an encouraging response from the University’s Research Innovation Office (RIO), located
in the Innovation Centre at York Science Park, and conducting some market research, the team obtained
funding from the RIO to develop the core technology ideas.
The SimOmics team was also awarded, as part of a larger consortium led by the Centre for Immunology
and Infection at York under Prof Paul Kaye, a project to develop a virtual laboratory for infectious
diseases, to allow for the computer based simulation of different therapeutics in the treatment of
Leishmaniasis, a neglected tropical disease.
Pror Timmis added: “The project is for two and a half years and will provide a very strong start for us as a
company, allowing us to employ a senior software engineer.”
Contact: www.simomics.com
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Birmingham’s universities to open purpose-designed centre to help SMEs
The city’s five universities will act as a catalyst for start-ups is set to be developed on land within
Innovation Birmingham’s Faraday Wharf site. The Greater Birmingham & Solihull Local Enterprise
Partnership (GBSLEP) has provided a Local Growth Fund grant of almost £2.5m for the capital project.
Subject to planning, the new facility will be open in 2016.
The universities centre is the second of five new developments totalling £45m planned on the Innovation
Birmingham Campus, which is visible from the A38M Aston Expressway. The first – iCentrum – is a
41,700 sq ft technology incubation and collaboration building, which will open in March 2016.
GBSLEP’s chairman Andy Street said: “Having a dedicated, neutral centre where SMEs and
researchers, staff and students from the five local universities can meet and collaborate on projects will
be a new asset for the city region. Innovation Birmingham will work with Aston University, the University of
Birmingham, Birmingham City University, Newman University and University College Birmingham to drive
activity that will resonate with SMEs.”
Contact: www.centreofenterprise.com
VaccineTab pioneers nasal delivery for the global vaccine market
Founded in August 2014 as a start-up from Queen’s University Belfast, the company’s nasal technology
offers improved thermal stability. It comprises a proprietary liposome incorporated into a solid tablet
suitable for administration of vaccine intranasally and via other routes.
The firm was started by Dr Vicky Kett, a Senior Lecturer in Pharmaceutics at QUB. Over 98% of vaccines
are so sensitive to temperature that they have to be kept at 2-8˚C at all times from time of manufacture
to administration to the patient. This means reliance on the ‘cold chain’, the system of transporting and
storing vaccines within the safe temperature range.
Use of traditional injections to administer vaccines is painful, requires trained medical staff, carries the risk
of infection and generates contaminated needles that require careful disposal.
VaccineTab vaccines are painlessly administered into the nostril using a simple plastic applicator. The
tablets dissolve allowing the vaccine to be safely transported across the tissue and targeted to the
immune system.
A higher immune response can be achieved using VaccineTab than a traditional intramuscular injection.
This offers the possibility of reduced size of doses and/or reduced number of doses to achieve protection.
Contact: www.vaccinetab.com
Nottingham University’s Prof Ted Cocking leads the world in nitrogen plant science
His technology earlier formed the basis of Azotic Technologies Ltd which, formed in January 2012, has
laboratories in BioCity Nottingham, the incubator laboratories for fledgling life science businesses.
He has long recognised that there is a critical need to reduce nitrogen pollution caused by nitrogen-based
fertilisers. Prof Cocking developed a unique method to put nitrogen-fixing bacteria into the cells of plant
roots giving plants the ability to fix atmospheric nitrogen.
Crops need nitrogen to grow but it is only plants known as legumes such as peas and beans that are able
to fix their own nitrogen from the air.
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In June 2015 state-of-the-art labs at BioCity were named the Ted Cocking Laboratories in his honour.
Professor Cocking spent a career as a world-leading agricultural and plant scientist. As a professor at the
University of Nottingham, he developed a technology so that plants such as wheat and turf can take
their vital need for nitrogen from the air rather than soil. The technology he devised is now undergoing
trials on wheat, oil seed rape and turf.
Azotic, a company in which he has a shareholding, employs 16 staff. Most are scientists. Peter Blezard,
Azotic’s chief executive, said: “The nitrogen boundary has been surpassed and agriculture needs a
new nitrogen source. Azotic’s technology will benefit agriculture and the environment, and it will reduce
farmers’ fertiliser costs and reduce nitrate run-off and nitrous oxide emissions.”
Contact: www.azotictechnologies.com
Gamma Technologies’ camera offers a bedside diagnosis of tumours
Researchers from the Universities of Leicester and Nottingham are developing a mini gamma ray
camera. It combines optical and gamma imaging. Because of its small size the camera will mean patients
can be diagnosed at the bedside. The researchers are also looking at other ways the technology may be
used, such as draining the lymphatic system.
Dr John Lees, from the University of Leicester’s Dept of Physics and Astronomy, is heading the
project. He said: “Our system will improve surgical cancer treatments, reducing mortality and morbidity
by enabling surgeons to increase lymph or tumour removal efficiency while minimising damage to normal
tissue.”
The small mobile camera will also be able to be used in operating theatres and intensive care units. This
will allow surgeons to localise and map tumours and sentinel nodes with greater accuracy during surgery.
By significantly reducing the size of gamma cameras available we hope to provide far more flexibility
for patients and clinicians. The camera doesn’t need a dedicated room and can be used by a patient’s
bedside or even in the operating theatre.
As a result of the Clasp project, the Universities of Leicester and Nottingham spinout company, Gamma
Technologies Ltd, has raised more than £250,000 first stage venture funding.
Contact: www.gammatechnologies.co.uk
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AND FINALLY...
>>

Injustice: Tim Hunt hounded out of public life

‘Anyone who has had cancer, knows someone who has it, or will have... down on your knees and thank
Sir Tim – for cracking the problem of cell division – from which so many effective cancer cell therapies
have resulted.’
He is our greatest living scientist, perhaps greater than Alan Turing or Francis Crick. As a 72 year old
he has always worn his heart on his sleeve and has a touching innocence about him. His jokes, before a
Korean audience, were met with laughter, according to listeners not allied to BBC’s Today programme
agenda. The ‘I Am Offended’ brigade (BBC + Guardian) took another scalp, unfortunately. Everyone
knows he did all the work for the Nobel Prize and Paul Nurse made the coffee. Pity so few have stood up
for him.
>>
Editors of ‘MIT Technology Review’ magazine announced the results of their annual search for
the 50 smartest companies. Of sectors covered biomedicine enjoyed the best year. Gilead Sciences,
15th, sells the first pill that can cure most cases of hepatitis C. Bristol-Myers Squibb, 26th, is selling an
immunotherapy drug that is saving the lives of people with skin and lung cancer.
Fifth is Counsyl, a startup whose cheap, automated DNA analysis is expanding from prenatal testing
to cancer screening. Most notably was IDE Technologies, of Kadima, Israel, which is supplying more
affordable water desalination at a scale never before achieved. Some 300,000 people will be served by
the plant it is building with partners in Carlsbad, California.
Alnylam, in Cambridge, Massachusetts, is turning around the prospects for RNA interference, a
promising type of gene therapy that has been challenging to use.
HaCon, in Hannover, Germany, makes popular travel planning apps in Europe that combine information
on taxis, car rental, bike sharing, and public transportation systems. 40 million – number of journeys
planned on its system every day. Only one UK firm this year – London-based games visualisation startup,
Improbable.
Contact: www.technologyreview.com/lists/companies/2015
>>
Low-cost IT workers in India are populating what have been described as ‘click farms’ in fake
internet traffic to help British companies boost their online presence, according to a media report. An
investigation by The Times newspaper found that western companies are being offered packages costing
as little as $1 per 1,000 clicks to increase internet traffic or purchase 1,000 to 10,000 Facebook “likes” or
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Twitter followers.
David Sendroff, the chief executive of Forensiq, a US company that specialises in identifying fake
internet traffic on behalf of advertisers, estimated that the market for false traffic was worth up to $600
million per year and was growing at 20 per cent per year. Sendroff said that a wide range of companies
and individuals were taking advantage of such services, including top western brands. Pepsi, Louis
Vuitton and Mercedes-Benz have been accused of buying fake followers on Twitter, as have celebrities
including Paris Hilton.
>> Dayuse is the leading booking platform for luxury hotels during the day. Whether you’re looking for
a boutique hotel with good WiFi for a business day trip; a resting place between two flights; an escape
from a busy metropolitan life or a romantic room for you and your partner, Dayuse’s website seems to
offer a broad range of hotels.
Contact: www.dayuse-hotels.com/en/GB
>>
The Pint of Science Festival brings some of the most brilliant scientists to your local pub to
discuss their latest research and findings. Cities include London, Oxford, Cambridge, Bath, Birmingham,
Bristol, Exeter, Manchester, Southampton, Teesside and York.
Contact: www.pintofscience.co.uk/global
>>
The MD of Bristol-based telecoms firm Pure Comms has built a 50 foot long trainset in the
boardroom which can be controlled via smartphone. Rob Vivian installed the train track in order to add
character to their offices and to demonstrate the firm’s advanced technology. “We’ve done it because it
is fun,’ says Rob Vivian ‘but also to show how we are at the cutting-edge when it comes to technology.”
There is also six mini web cameras that will be linked up to the company website, allowing visitors to
switch between views.
It has been built by model train expert Mick Parrott, who spent over a year working on it. Technical
manager at Pure Comms Phil Wilkins was responsible for the web and smartphone integration.
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